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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

Parameters’ acquisition is a key step for the
distributed hydrological model when simulating a
basin. Based on remote sensing technology, this article
proposed a parameters acquisition method of
distributed hydrological model. That is extracting the
important ground objects’ information from the images
to obtain some parameters of the model. This article
also used the hierarchical classification principle, and
introduced the extraction method of several ground
objects. At last, by means of TopModel, we simulated
the Xueye Reservoir, Laiwu City in Shandong Province.
The experiment shows that this method can effectively
improve the accuracy of model simulation.

1111 PresentationPresentationPresentationPresentation ofofofof QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions

Distributed hydrological model is a kind of
hydrological model, the model's advantage is able to
take into account vegetation, soil, topography and other
factors’ impact on the hydrological processes in the
watershed, and the spatial differences that existent in
these elements can more accurately reflect the actual
movement of hydrological [1]. So this model has been
widespread concern in actual production. However,
parameters used in distributed hydrological model
generally have physical meaning, using the usual
means of obtaining these parameters is more difficult,
it limits the application of distributed hydrological
model. As the improvement of remote sensing
technology, now we can easily access remote sensing
image of high-resolution and high spectrum, obtaining
the soil, vegetation, geomorphology, topography, land
use and other information underlying surface based on
remote sensing become an effective mean.

At present， there hasn’t formulation of parameters’
acquisition method on the distributed hydrological

model, the parameters’ acquisition only exists as
necessary stage in the process of hydrological
modeling. In the study of watershed distributed
hydrological model based on spatial information
technology, Ling Feng referred to the parameters’
acquisition of distributed TOPMODEL, mainly
obtained the ground cover and soil data. Based on
remote sensing technology, this article studied the
parameters’ acquisition method distributed
hydrological model.

2222 TopModelTopModelTopModelTopModel

TOPMODEL is short for Topography Based
Hydrological MODEL. It is a terrain-based semi-
distributed hydrological model, proposed by Beven
and Kirky in 1979. TOPModel uses terrain space as the
main structure, use terrain information (topographic
index ln(α/tanβ ) or Soil - topographic index ln (α /
Totanβ), α represents the drainage area of the unit
contour length, tanβ represents the ground slope, T
represents the soil permeability coefficient) to describe
flow trends, based on the role of gravity drainage
runoff along the slope movement principle, to simulate
the runoff process [2]. Since proposed, the model has
been widely used.

2.12.12.12.1 TheTheTheThe basicbasicbasicbasic structurestructurestructurestructure ofofofof thethethethemodelmodelmodelmodel

TOPMODEL’s calculation structure is shown in
Figure 2.1, Model divide the watershed into vegetation
root zone, unsaturated zone and saturated soil zone
three levels. In the vertical direction, first, rain enter
vegetation root zone through infiltration, some of the
moisture that reach the region is lost through
evapotranspiration , while the rest continue to filter
down to reach the unsaturated soil zone; The moisture
that reach the region first enter the saturated



groundwater area at a certain rate, and then form soil
midstream through lateral flow, and move in the form
of soil midstream; If the water surface of saturated
groundwater zone rise constantly, the stream that enter
this part will show out the ground in the low-lying area,
which will form the overland flow.
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According to the production flow theory of
TopModel, soil midstream bQ and saturated overland

flow sQ together constitute the total runoff of
watershed. The main calculation is as follows:

(1) Calculation of evapotranspiration. The model
believes that evapotranspiration only occurs in
vegetation root zone, evaporation aE is calculated as:
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In this formula, irzS , is the volume of water

shortage of vegetation root zone of point i; irSmax, is

the biggest water capacity of root zone; pE is the

evaporation capacity.

(2) Calculation of infiltration rate. The model
believes that moisture of unsaturated zone finally enter
the saturated zone at a certain rate, which mainly
depends on soil structure and the current water storage
situation. Equation (2.2) gives the calculation method
of infiltration rate at point i:
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In this formula: ivq , represents the infiltration rate

at this point, ,uz iS is the current Soil Moisture; iSD is

the biggest storage capacity, in the actual calculation,

iSD is always replaced by iz , which is the depth

between the groundwater and surface; dt is a time
parameter.

(3) Calculation of saturated groundwater. Model first
proposed three assumptions: interflow always in a
steady state, that is, the rate of interflow is equal to the
rate of the upstream; the hydraulic gradient of saturated
groundwater is equal to surface local slope; soil
hydraulic conductivity can be expressed by negative
exponential function of saturated ground water zone’s
water depth, on this basis, use the following method to
calculate the depth of surface water:
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(4) Saturation overland flow. Saturation overland
flow will form when the depth between the saturated
ground water and surface is negative, calculated as:
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Δt is the time step, iA is the effective runoff area.

(5) Interflow.
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(6) Confluence. Confluence’s calculation contains
confluence’s calculation of slope and confluence’s
calculation of riverway, the delay time that associated
with distance is used to calculate slope confluence, and
a method that based on average flood wave velocity is
used to calculate river confluence. Formula (5.6) is
used to calculate the needed time from one point to the
watershed’s outlet:
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In the formula, ix is a length, Tanβi is the slope of I
in the N section flow path, v is a speed parameter, as a



constant. In the actual calculations, we can use a
dimensionless distribution function curve that is
similar to unit normal to calculate the output process of
runoff, assume the runoff is equal in the entire
watershed, and then divide the main channel into
different levels for confluence.

2.22.22.22.2 TTTThehehehe neededneededneededneeded parametersparametersparametersparameters inininin TopModelTopModelTopModelTopModel’’’’ssss
calculationcalculationcalculationcalculation

In TopModel, the main parameters used are in the
following:

SZM: the parameter of index conduction function;

T0: when the soil reach saturated, T0 is the natural
logarithm of soil effective conductivity;

Td: time parameter of gravity drainage;

SRmax: maximum water storage capacity of
vegetation root zone;

SRinit: initial soil moisture initial value of
vegetation root zone;

RV: the effective rate of surface overland flow;

ChVel: the effective rate of convergence of the main
river.

3333 TheTheTheThe parametersparametersparametersparameters’’’’ acquisitionacquisitionacquisitionacquisition methodmethodmethodmethod ofofofof
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3.13.13.13.1 TheTheTheThe datadatadatadata ofofofofMODISMODISMODISMODIS andandandand ETMETMETMETM

MODIS is the main detector of EOS-AM1 satellite .
It belongs to a kind of high spectral sensor, whose
band is discontinue, (spectral range from 0.4 to 14.5),
and ground resolution is very low (the resolution is
250m, 500m, 1000m). The resolution of ETM + data is
very high, but the number of bands is small (only 8
bands). Table 3.1 gives the characteristics of each band.

TabTabTabTab.... 3.13.13.13.1 ETMETMETMETM datadatadatadata characteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicscharacteristicstabletabletabletable

WaveWaveWaveWave
bandbandbandband

TypeTypeTypeType SpectralSpectralSpectralSpectral
rangerangerangerange
（umumumum）

GroundGroundGroundGround
resolutionresolutionresolutionresolution
（mmmm）

1 Blue-
Green

0.450-0.515 30

2 Green 0.525-0.605 30
3 Red 0.630-0.690 30
4 Near IR 0.775-0.900 30
5 SWIR 1.550-1.750 30

6 LWIR 10.40-12.50 60
7 SWIR 2.090-2.350 30
8 Pan 0.520-0.900 15
3.23.23.23.2 TheTheTheThe technologytechnologytechnologytechnology ofofofof ImageImageImageImageFusionFusionFusionFusion

Image fusion is a process that the multiple remote
sensing images according to certain algorithms, in the
prescribed geographic coordinate system, generate a
new image. Through data fusion, on the one hand, we
can remove the useless information pertinently,
eliminate redundancy, and reduce data processing
dramatically to improve the efficiency of data
processing; on the other hand, we can also gather the
useful information in the massive multi-source data to
facilitate all kinds of information facilitate all kinds of
information, and exert respective strengths to get more
useful information. In this study, the MODIS data and
ETM + data was fused to make the experimental data
to reach the purpose of simple and information
complementary.

In this study, the fusion wavelet transform-based,
main steps are as follows: suppose A, B as the two
original images, F is the fused image. First, transform
each source image separately, to establish the small
towers shape decomposition of the image; second, fuse
each decomposition layer, different frequency
components of each decomposition layer can be fused
with different fusion operator, and finally get the fused
wavelet pyramid; at last, carry out inverse wavelet
transform on the fused wavelet pyramid (that is, the
image reconstruction), the reconstructed image
obtained is the fused image. Figure 3.1 is the fused
image.

FigFigFigFig.... 3.13.13.13.1 thethethethe fusedfusedfusedfused imageimageimageimage
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In the application of multi-band remote sensing data,
selecting a reasonable band combination or band
operation to extract information is an important means
to improve the classification accuracy and work
efficiency. According to remote sensing Classification
theory, each kind of ground objects can be
characterized by spectral curve to show its unique
internal features. In practice, due to a variety of sample
imaging environment, makes the spectral information
on images complex and changing. But for most remote
sensing images, there are also several kinds of ground
objects on a leading position, such as water, vegetation,
rocks and soil . From the view of spectrum, these
features of the ground objects can be characterized
uniquely, the information that decides the basic types
of images is always referred as a spectrum of
information. Starting from the characteristics of remote
sensing, we can use the Figure 3.2’s hierarchical
structure to express the classification information.
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Water nearly absorbs all of the primary energy in the
near infrared band, so the reflected energy in this band
is very little, while plants and soil absorbed little
energy in this band, so with a high reflectance
characteristics. This makes water has significant
difference between vegetation and soil in this band. In
this band, the water shows dark tones, while the soil
and vegetation is able to show relatively bright colors.
However, when in the mountains, this might change
because of the effect of the shadow of the mountain ,
for short infrared , the reflection in the shade is very
low, which makes the shadow region in the image also
has a clear dark tone, thereby makes it difficult to
correctly distinguish water bodies and shadows.

In remote sensing images, we select typical pixels
for water body and the background ground objects
such as woodlands, residential areas, farmland and
shadow, and statistic the spectrum brightness values, as
shown in Table 3.2.
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From the table we can see, in the band 2, water
bodies can’t easily distinguish with village and
farmland; while easily distinguish with shadow and
Woodland. In band 3, the water and farmland has
significantly difference, while has some confusion with
Woodland and shadow. In band 4, the water body and
other background ground objects all have obvious
differences. In the band 5 and band 7, the water can
distinguish with Woodland, village and farmland, but
easily confused with shadow. According to sampling
points of the same ground objects in the same
wavelength, we can do the mean statistics, and make
objects spectrum diagram, as is shown in Figure 3.3.
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As we can see from the spectrum chart, the gray of
water and shadow in the band 5 was significantly less
than the band 2, while other background objects are the
opposite. In the band 2 and 3, the gray value of water is
generally greater than the shadow’s gray value. While
in the band 4 and 5, the gray value of the shadow is
generally greater than the water’s gray value, add the
two bands, you can increase the difference between
water body and shadow. Add the band 2 and 3, add
band 4 and 5, the enhanced spectrum chart is shown in
Figure 3.4.
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As we can see from the above chart, after the band
combination, water and other background ground
objects can distinguish more obviously. So, we can use
the spectrum value of the combination of band 2 +
band 3, band 4 + band 5 to compose feature space to
extract water, woodland, village, farmland and shadow.

3.53.53.53.5 ParametersParametersParametersParameters’’’’ acquisitionacquisitionacquisitionacquisition

Remote sensing data (aerial photographs and
satellite images) can provide information on spatial
characteristics of watershed, is the most feasible
method to describe hydrological variability, especially
in the absence of regional ground-based observations.
In distributed hydrological modeling, the application of
remote sensing data can be summarized as follows:
used as the input data and parameter estimation of the
model, there are seven specific areas: 1) rainfall
intensity’s observation and spatial pattern; 2) the
calculation of evapotranspiration and soil moisture
retrieval; 3) snow cover; 4) groundwater; 5) land cover
and land use classification; 6) water feature; 7)
vegetation parameter extraction[6].

For each basin, because the condition of underlying
surface is different, when carries on the simulation of
the basin, different basin's model parameter ought to be
able to reflect under the pad surface condition spatial
variation. However, in practice, in addition to the
differences in the terrain can take advantage of each
basin’s terrain exponential distribution function, model
parameters that reflect the vegetation, soil conditions
can not are difficult to obtain through actual
measurements, you can only use hydrologic data to rate
parameters.

The biggest storage capacity of vegetation root area
SRmax is a pattern parameter, soil parameters can
obtain by referring to elated content of the AGWA [6]

model. The parameters related to soil is soil saturated

hydraulic conductivity 0T and soil hydraulic
conductivity along with depth of soil change
coefficient of attenuation M, the soil saturated
hydraulic conductivity determined according to the soil
texture:

0 clayey 0clayey sand 0sand silt 0siltT P T +P T +P T= × × ×
(3.1)

In the formula: clayeyP , sandP and siltP represent the
percentage of clayey sand and silt in the soil, if the
basin contains many kinds of different types the soils,
then we can calculate by area weighted average of

different soil types; 0 clayeyT , 0sandT and 0siltT represent the
saturated hydraulic conductivities of the three material,
and need to rate through the actual material.

4444 ExperimentalExperimentalExperimentalExperimental resultsresultsresultsresults andandandand discussiondiscussiondiscussiondiscussion



4.14.14.14.1 ExperimentalExperimentalExperimentalExperimental areaareaareaarea andandandand datadatadatadata sourcesourcesourcesource

The experiment was carried out in the Xueye
Reservoir, Laiwu City in Shandong Province. Xueye
reservoir is one large reservoir of Shandong Province,
controls the drainage area of 444 square kilometers,
has a total capacity of 221 million cubic meters, has
useful storage capacity of 112 million cubic meters,
and dead storage of 2.8 million cubic meters. The
location of Reservoir is very superior, and the materials
are very rich, which provide a favorable condition for
the experiment. Figure 4.1 is the position diagram of
Xueye Reservoir.

FigFigFigFig.... 4.14.14.14.1 thethethethe positionpositionpositionpositiondiagramdiagramdiagramdiagramofofofof XueyeXueyeXueyeXueye ReservoirReservoirReservoirReservoir

MODIS data is downloaded from the Global land
cover Fund web, the resolution is 30m, ETM + data is
the image data including Xueye Reservoir Basin with
eight-band.

4.24.24.24.2WatershedWatershedWatershedWatershedSimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation

In order to verify the validity of the above
parameters acquisition method, according to the
extracted results, this article used TopModel and the
actual data of Xueye Reservoir, carried out the
simulation on Xueye Reservoir basin.

According to the classification rules of Chapter III ,
we extracted the fused image using the supervised
classification methods in REDAS, and got the
information of 6 kinds of ground objects. The result is
as follows:

FigFigFigFig.... 4.4.4.4.2222 ClassificationClassificationClassificationClassificationResultsResultsResultsResultsChartChartChartChart

According to the results of classification to caculate
model parameters.
Then we selected the eight years’ flood from 2001 to

2008, and carried out the simulation. According to
hydrological norms, we introduced the certainty factor
DC, the relative runoff error Er, relative peak error of
Eq, and peak time error t, these parameters are the
evaluation indexes in a screening flood. The process of
simulation is as shown from Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.11 ,
table 4.1 gives the evaluation index.
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TabTabTabTab.... 4.14.14.14.1 ParameterParameterParameterParametercalibrationcalibrationcalibrationcalibrationcasecasecasecase

Flood NO. DC ( )%RE ( )%qE ( )%τ
20040615 0.88 25.24 0.81 0

20060730 0.67 -26.32 -33.37 -1

20080815 0.74 25.5 -17.1 1

20020831 0.71 28.51 -20.75 1

20040815 0.9 -3 -14.3 1

20050804 0.93 -9.31 1.91 0

20060729 0.78 -17.89 -27.67 0

20070818 0.78 36.47 -10.91 1

Mean 0.8 7.4 -15.17

From the simulation results we can see, besides the
No. 20060730 flood, the uncertainty factor is all higher
than 75%, and besides the No. 20060729 flood the
runoff error is all smaller than the required 20%. The
result reaches the B level, and we can say the method
can be applied to practical production.

5555 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

Based on the hierarchical classification principle,
this article studied the classification problem of remote
sensing images, and finally proposed a parameters’
acquisition method of distributed hydrological model.
The method is to extract information that is relevant to
distributed hydrological model parameters from remote
sensing images. Compared with traditional methods of
parameter determination, the method that using RS to
obtain hydrological model parameters is more
convenient[3]. At last, this article used TOPMODEL to
simulate Xueye Reservoir, the result shows that the
method has some practical value.
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